
Social Housing Gateway
Heating Hot water Renewables

Comfort for your home

Managing boiler stocks effectively with performance insights



The Social Housing Gateway is a scalable solution that integrates into existing property portfolio management tools to provide the 
data needed so landlords can pro-actively manage the heating and hot water in their housing stock. The Social Housing Gateway 
consists of two products, the VR 100 is a Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)* Gateway that plugs easily into the boiler. 
Vaillant has also developed an API to allow the VR 100 to feed data into existing platforms.

The VR 100 allows landlords to intelligently manage boiler stocks by using boiler data to make informed decisions that can drive 
business and operational efficiencies. It monitors data points on compatible boilers and controls in the portfolio to provide insights 
on the health and status of the boilers it's connected to. These insights are combined with historical data that Vaillant has collected 
since 2006. This means the Social Housing Gateway can recommend fixes and parts required to help landlords maintain their stock 
as efficiently as possible. This data also gives insight into energy usage that can help landlords advise their tenants on their energy 
consumption.

Key features and benefits

• Fault notifications 
 Instant notification of faults allows landlords to act   
 quickly, sometimes even before the tenant is aware of an  
 issue. Error messages are received 15 minutes after an  
 error occurs and status data is sent daily. In addition, up to  
 50 data requests can be supplied on-demand per device  
 per month 

• Improving first-time fix rates  
 Fix recommendations are provided and spare parts   
 identified ahead of visits

• Open API 
 Vaillant's open API seamlessly integrates into  existing work/ 
 asset management systems

• eSIM technology 
 An eSIM in each VR 100 ensures a strong and secure   
 connection at all times, with no need to access tenants'  
 Wi-Fi. The eSIM card is updated remotely when changes  
 are made to mobile networks, such as from 2G to 
 LTE: no changes to the hardware are necessary 

• JSON readable format 
 Data is transmitted in JSON format - the most widely   
 recognised format in the industry

• Simple installation 
 Discreet and non-branded, the VR 100 plugs  straight onto  
 the PCB board via the X31 or X32 edge connection

• Boiler compatibility 
 Currently compatible with the ecoFIT sustain, ecoTEC   
 sustain, ecoTEC exclusive with Green iQ and ecoTEC pro  
 ranges of boilers (dating back to 2004/06)

• Control compatibility 
 View and remotely manage desired control parameters 

• Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)*                  
 The VR 100 uses a GSM network that offers a strong and  
 secure connection and comes with a 10-year prepaid   
 mobile data contract

Overview

Benefits at a glance

*The Global System for Mobile Communications is a standard developed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute to describe the protocols for 
second-generation digital cellular networks used by mobile devices such as mobile phones and tablets.
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How it works

What it 
achieves

Vaillant Cloud 
Data is collected via the 
Vaillant Cloud to feedback 
to landlords

Social Housing 
Gateway
Simply plugs into 
the boiler and  
monitors its  
performance

Tenants
Tenants can be assured that 
their heating requirements are 
being taken care of.

Data Transfer
Data is then transferred 
into the existing system 
via an API

Landlord's 
Dashboard
The landlord can  
   then view their 
    boiler stock and 
     be notified of  
     any issues

Dashboard

The Social Housing Gateway allows landlords to view
and manage their property portfolio under one succinct 
dashboard through their existing systems

Service Engineer
If an issue is found, the landlord can arrange for 
a service engineer to attend the property



Integration options

Application Programming Interface (API)
An API allows two applications to talk to each other by 
specifying how the software components should interact, 
allowing one application to access the features and data of 
another operating system or application. Essentially, it allows 
for seamless communication between the VR 100 and existing 
software systems. 

All of Vaillant Group's APIs are implemented as REST-APIs and 
are in JSON readable format. 

Key features and benefits

• Clear choice for scaling IoT 
 No requirement for managing multiple manufacturers'  
 portals: everything can be managed from within your   
 existing software and processes

• Notifications 
 Never miss a notification due to having to manage   
 multiple manufacturers' portals

• Total data and development flexibility 
 Complete flexibility to develop the additional insights   
 from the data provided as required

• Reduced training requirements 
 Integration into existing systems means staff won't need  
 training on a new system or portal



Compatible with...

ecoFIT sustainecoTEC sustainecoTEC pro*

VRT 350

ecoTEC exclusive with Green iQ

*dating back to 2004/06

Insights available

Compatibility
For the full list of appliance article numbers compatible with the VR 100, visit www.vaillant.co.uk/vr100

The Social Housing Gateway provides the insights to: 
- Receive gas consumption metrics (+/- 10%)

- Use consumption data to set targets to keep energy costs down

- Remotely control the boiler so when tenants are away, you can ensure the heating appliance is programmed to the set-back   
 temperature to save money

- Receive boiler modulation levels to see how efficiently the boiler is running

- Detect under-performing boilers which are using too much energy

- Identify irregular energy use when tenants are using their heating



Specification enquires 
We can provide you with bespoke solutions to accommodate 
a variety of different installations. To discuss your 
requirements, please contact your nearest Vaillant  
Specification Manager.  
Phone: 0345 602 2922

Training 
We offer a range of courses and can design a course 
especially for your team.  
Phone: 0345 601 8885  
Email: training@vaillant.co.uk

Technical enquiries 
If you have a technical query, you can contact us by phone  
or email.  
Phone: 0344 693 3133 
Email: technical@vaillant.co.uk

Spares enquiries 
If you need helping finding a spare part, you can 
download our app from the appStore or Google Play.                        
Phone: 01773 596 615 
Option 1: Vaillant stock availability  
Option 2: If you require a part number

Dedicated state of the art Centres of Excellence                          
Located in Glasgow, Elland (near Leeds), Belper (near Derby), 
Farnborough, Maidstone, Bristol, and Sunderland, you can rest 
assured there is a centre close to where you are. Our centres 
have been developed and designed with you in mind, offering 
spacious fatalities, a comfortable training environments, with 
plenty of opportunities for hands-on experience and product 
familiarisation.

General enquiries 
If you are unsure of who you need to speak to or you have a 
general enquiry, our friendly reception staff will happily point 
you in the right direction.  
Phone: 0345 602 2922

Contacts

Vaillant Group UK Ltd.
Nottingham Road, Belper, Derbyshire DE56 1JT
Telephone 0345 602 2922
www.vaillant.co.uk/specifiers
info@vaillant.co.uk
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